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Abstract 
We propose design methods for power reduction of data path and controllers in VLSis. 

For data path, we propose a partitioned-bus architecture for reducing power consump
tion in bus lines with taking account of geometric information of function units. Applying 
this method to ASIC examples, we demonstrate power reduction of 1/5 ~ 1/12 in bus 
lines compared with the conventional bus architecture. 

For controllers, we propose a state code assignment method orienting reduction of 
power in finite state circuits. Simulation results show that finite state circuits implemented 
with our state code assignment method have an advantage of 15% over those with the 
conventional methods in power consumption, with a small disadvantage of 8% in hardware 
cost. 

Keywords 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Low power design of VLSis is an important theme. A lot of studies for reducing power 
consumption of VLSis have been reported with various approaches[M. Kakumu 1993]. 
Dynamic power consumption due to charging / discharging load capacitance is dominant 
in CMOS circuits, which is described as CVdd V.7, where C is the total load capacitance, 
Vdd is supply voltage, V. is signal swing, and 7 is an effective signal frequency. In data 
path, it becomes necessary to reduce power consumption in long global signal lines such as 
bus lines. From a view point of circuit design to solve this problem, reduction methods of 
signal swing V. have been studied [Y. Nakagome et al. 1992]. In controllers, as the effective 
signal frequency 7 is depending on both the system clock and circuit topologies, power 
can be reduced by optimizing logic circuits implementation for a given logic function. In 
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this paper, we use two approaches to reduce]; a partitioned-bus architecture using high
level VLSI design method and state code assignment method for circuit implementation 
optimization in finite state machines. 

In section 2, we propose a partitioned-bus architecture and a high-level VLSI design 
with taking account of geometric information to reduce power consumption in bus lines. In 
section 3, a method of state code assignment for synchronous CMOS finite state machines 
is described, which is effective for reducing f at outputs of flip-flops without reducing a 
system clock frequency. 

2 A POWER REDUCTION METHOD USING PARTITIONED-BUS 
ARCHITECTURE IN HIGH-LEVEL VLSI DESIGN 

Conventionally, the high-level synthesis aims to optimize number of control steps or/and 
function units under constraints on number of control steps or/and function units[P. G. Paulin 
et a!. 1989]. Although there is an attempt to reduce power consumption in a high-level 
synthesis, HYPER-LP[A. C. Chandrakasan et a!. 1992], it uses a typical CMOS gate 
characteristic that the delay depends on supply voltage. HYPER-LP achieves power con
sumption reduction by lowering supply voltage, with keeping system performance from 
speed degradation by optimizing system critical paths in high-level synthesis. There is 
also an attempt that takes account of geometric information of function units in high
level synthesis[H. J. Jang and B. M. Pangrle 1993]. It mainly aims to produce designs 
with short interconnection length. 

The target of this section is to reduce power consumption in bus lines in high-level de
sign. For this purpose, we assume a 1-dimensional placement of function units to estimate 
real interconnection length. We minimize power consumption in bus lines, linking schedul
ing, allocation and placement together. We also propose a partitioned-bus architecture, 
which restricts bus driving range so as to minimize power. In section 2.1, we describe the 
partitioned-bus architecture. In section 2.2, we show that a high-level design, based on 
the partitioned-bus, is effective in reducing power consumption in bus lines, using a small 
design example with an exhaustive search method. In section 2.3, we show a cluster grow
ing method for practical applications, that can derive a power-minimal solution within 
allowable CPU time. 

2.1 Partitioned-bus architecture 

In the conventional bus architecture, power is wasting to drive wire sections irrelevant 
to data transmission as shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand, in a case of point-to-point 
connection, increase in area for interconnections and multiplexors come into problem. 

A partitioed bus architecture was proposed before(C. Ewering 1990], which aimed, how
ever, to yield a space efficient interconnection structure by means of conditionally inter
connecting multiple buses in ASIC chips, and was not adequate for power reduction. The 
present partitioned-bus architecture, which consists of bus lines and repeaters with control 
inputs to partition bus lines as shown in Fig. 2, restricts bus driving range to minimal 
so as to minimize power. The repeaters are controlled so that bus partitions relevant to 
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Figure 1 Model of the conventional bus architecture. 

Disabled repeaters Enabled repeater 
Not dnven H•••• Repeater wHh control inputs 

Figure 2 Proposed partitioned-bus architecture. 

the data transmission are selectively driven, and the rest partitions are kept in the same 
status. This method has following advantages: 

1. There is no wasteful driving of bus lines because bus lines are separated by repeaters 
with conditional drivability. 

2. Every partition can be used for independent data transmission simultaneously, so far 
as it is isolated from the others by disabled repeaters . 

Disadvantages are additional repeaters and delay requested for bus separation and 
control signal generation for them. 

The effects of this partitioned-bus lines are shown in the next section, along with opti
mization in high-level design. 

2.2 Power reduction in partitioned-bus architecture. 

In this section, we show that the partitioned-bus in high-level design is effective in reducing 
power consumption in bus lines using an example and an exhaustive design optimization. 

A process of the exhaustive design optimization is carried out in three domains in design 
space as follows: 

1. Search all the possible schedulings under restrictions of number of function units be
tween ASAP( As Soon As Possible) and ALAP(As Late As Possible) for a given control 
steps. (domain of schedulings) 

2. Search all the possible allocations of operations to function units for each scheduling 
given in step 1. (domain of allocations) 

3. Search all the possible placements of function units in the 1-dimensionallayout for each 
allocation given in step 2. (domain of placements) 
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Table 1 Area and power consumption of function units and bus lines. 

module area(mm2) power[pJ) 

adder 0.18 0.8 x 0.2 34.0 
multiplier 12.92 2.0 x 6.3 1,080 

register O.Q18 0.8 x 0.02 28.9 
bus lines(32bit) 1.28 x 10-2 x L 

c:::J Bus line: 

8864 '7(pJ) 

7646.2(pJ) 

111m Ex~ unit 6788.D!DJI 
Regltter: 433.5{J)JJ 

(a) Power reduction. 

L: bus length(pm) 

Figure 3 Results of the exhaustive optimization for the differential equation solver. 

Total length of interconnection can be derived from geometric information of the place
ment. Using table 1, we calculate power consumption in bus lines and function units. 

We use a differential equation solver (G. Borriello and W Detjens 1988) as an example. 
The number of adders, multipliers and control steps are restricted up to 2, 2 and 5, 
respectively. The results of the exhaustive optimization are shown in Fig. 3(a). Figure 
3(b) shows one of the optimum solutions of scheduling, allocation and placement, which 
minimizes power consumption in bus lines . 

Assuming that all function units consist of CMOS static circuits, function units and 
registers consumes power only when they are accessed. So, the total power consumption 
of function units and registers are constant (6786.0, 433.5[pJ), respectively, as shown in 
Fig. 3(a)) in full cycles of the differential equation solver. Therefore, the partitioned
bus architecture achieves 21% reduction in total power consumption (7646.2[pJ)) com
pared with the conventional bus architecture (9726.9[pJ)) in this example. Even if using 
the partitioned-bus architecture, the worst case assignment of scheduling, allocation and 
placement causes 16% increase of the total power consumption (8864.7[pJ)) compared 
with the optimum case. These results indicate that an appropriate scheduling is necessary 
to reduce power consumption in the partitioned-bus architecture. 

2.3 Heuristic design method for optimal power design 

In this section, we show a heuristic method based on a cluster growing method that makes 
power consumption minimal within a practical CPU time. 

To obtain optimal scheduling, allocation and placement, there can be two main methods. 
One is an iterative method that improves initial solution toward optimum, and another 
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Set of slots tu~8f.8~ units ~~f.1tlons 
®®···@ ®®··-~ ~~---~ 

••• @ ···® ···~ 
Placement: 

1-to-1 mapping of set of slot to set of function units 
81 <E--+ fS1 
s2r---.:...ts:z 

SJ t->fk 
Sn +---+ fsn 

Allocation: 
mapping of set of operations to set of function units 

h <- Opt1={0p 11, Op 12, ···! 
f2 ~ Opt2={0p 13, Op 14, ... 

fk ~ Opti<={Op 10, Op 16, ••• } 

fn ~ Opln={Op 17, Op 16, ••. } 

Figure 4 The relationship of placement and allocation with the set of slots, function 
units and operations. 

is a constructive method to obtain the optimal without iteration. In this paper we use a 
constructive method by a cluster growing method that successively assigns each operation 
to a control step, a function unit, and a placement, so that increase of power consumption 
in bus lines is minimal, under given restrictions on number of control steps and function 
units. We process each operation in the reverse order of operation's freedom between 
ASAP and ALAP. The freedom is defined as a distance between control steps in ASAP 
and ALAP scheduling. 

Let the number of the total function units be n. We need n-slots in 1-dimensional 
layout for accommodating n-function units. Let the slots be S1o · · · Sn. The target of the 
heuristic procedure is to assign the function units, / 1 , • · · fn, to the slots, S1o · · · Sn, as 
a 1-to-1 mapping. At the same time we need to assign the operations, Op1 ,···0pm, to 
the function units, so that each operation is done by a suitable function unit under the 
control step constraint. The relationship of these mappings is shown in Fig. 4. Thus the 
procedure is described as follows: 

1. For each operation, Op., in order of less freedom, iterate step 2"'6. 
2. Find an optimal slot, S3 , for Op, in terms of minimal power increase. 
3. If no function unit is assigned to the slot, S3 , yet, and there is a function unit, fk, 

compatible with Op., which is not yet assigned to any slot, assign fk to S3 and assign 
Op, to fk· 

4. If a function unit, fk, compatible with Op, is already assigned to S3 , assign Op, to fk 
so as to satisfy the given control step constraint. 

5. If a function unit, incompatible with Op, is already assigned to S3 , and there is a 
function unit, fk, that is not yet assigned to any slot, assign Op, to fk and assign fk 
to any unused slot. 

6. Otherwise, try all the possible assignments of Op, to function units compatible with 
Op,. Find an optimal assignment in terms of increase of power. 
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1. example: diff 
Control slop rOSIJicllon: •. 5 
Function IHilt r-: addet 2, mu~lo< 2 

5,000 ll!J Powor 
CC<\SUI\'¢on 

9726.9(pJ] 

7M8.21PJJ 

c=J Bush: 

Conlrol 
steps 

01::~· .. ··:·::::::®: : ::::: ~- -· .. ~:~ ::: : : 
· ·· ········ -~·-·· · 

1 Position of function un"s> 

I Aol MO I M1 I A1l 

MO, M1 : Multiplier 
AO, A1 : Adder 

lUll Function unit 8788.0!1>Jl 
l!l!'!l Reglslor: 433.5(1>JJ (lb) An optimal solution. 

(la) Power reduction. 

2. example: elliptic 
Control stoprOSIJicllon: a• 
Function unK rniJICIIC<I: tddet • . multipllor 2 1 

I 0.000 20 OOQp,IJ Powe< 

-1·~-- :::,:::,::: ~ . ;;::;:; : 
lhls mettoocl ~I I 'Iii ~ ~!:: _ 12830.21PJJ 

818.0(pJJ 5 

mg ~=unit 0340 !JipJJ 
l!l!'!l Register: 11676:Z[I>JJ 

(2a) Power reduction. 

Position of function units ;) 

Mo lAolA1IA2lA3l M1 I 

6 
7 

8 
9 
10 

11 

12 
MO, M1: Multiplier 13 
AO, A 1, A2, A3: Adder 

(2b) An optimal solution. 

Figure 5 Results of the heuristic design method. 

Note that we always carry out a rearrangement of the slot assignment of function unit, 
fk, when a new operation is assigned to fk in the step 3"'6, so that the power increase 
become minimal. The rearrangement is not an exhaustive trial but that the slot for fk is 
checked from S1 to Sn successively without changing the order of the other function units. 

Figure 5(la)(2a) shows results of this heuristic method. In this figure, "diff" is the dif
ferential equation solver already shown, and "elliptic" is a fifth-order digital elliptical wave 
filter (G. Borriello and W Detjens 1988]for more substantial behavioral description that 
contains 43 operations. In the case of cliff, one of the optimum assignments of scheduling, 
allocation and placement is obtained from this method as shown in Fig. 5(1b). CP U time 
was about 8.5 sec. on Spare Station 10. In the case of elliptic, the solution of this method 
is shown in Fig. 5(2b). Although we can't always obtain the optimum solution using this 
method for such a large design as elliptic, the power consumption in bus lines (818.0[pJ]) 
can be reduced to 1/12 compared with conventional bus architecture(10036.7[pJ]) in this 
example. 
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In this section a new method of state code assignment for synchronous CMOS finite 
state machines is described. Concept of the method and model of power consumption is 
described in section 3.1 along with brief description of probability calculation required 
for the model in section 3.2. In section 3.3 a heuristic algorithm for the power-minimum 
state code assignment is presented. The effect of power reduction will be demonstrated in 
section 3.4 by examples. 

3.1 Concept and Model of Power Consumption 

In CMOS circuits power consumption Ptotal is composed of static power Pstatic and dynamic 
power Pdynamic as Ptotal = Pstatic + Pdynamic· In synchronous CMOS circuits, the dynamic 
power Pdynamic is further decomposed into power at clock lines Pclock and the others Plogic 

as Pdynamic = Pclock + Plogic· Reduction of Pclock is difficult to achieve without reducing 
system clock frequency. Plogic> however, can be reduced by using a suitable circuit topology 
without reducing system clock frequency. 

For reducing power consumption in synchronous finite state circuits, there are at least 
two possible ways; state code optimization and combinational logic optimization. This 
paper focuses on the former approach. 

We assume that probabilistic characteristics of the primary input are given and fixed. 
The target of the state code assignment is reduction of average signal frequency at the 
state input, which is directly related to the power consumption at the state input lines. 
Furthermore it would be indirectly related to the power consumption in the combinational 
logic part, because reduction of average input signal frequency is expected to result in 
power reduction in whole combinational logic. 

We defined, therefore, a cost function for the power consumption of finite state circuits 
as follows: 

(1) 
i=l j=l 

Here, i and j stand for state. d;,j is the Hamming distance between state codes corre
sponding state i and j. Pi,j is an event probability of state transition from state j to i, 
and n is the number of states. Target of our study is minimization of d for a given state 
transition diagram and probabilistic characteristics of the primary input. Note that d;,j 

is equal to the number of flip-flops which toggle their output at the transition from j to 
i. Derivation of Pi,j is described in the following section. 

3.2 Transition Probability 

In finite state machines, the transition probability between each pair of states can be 
derived from the probabilistic characteristics of the primary input signals and state tran
sition diagram. Here we introduce a conditional transition probability matrix, A = { a;,j}, 
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where each element a;,; is the conditional probability of transition from state j to i under 
the condition that the current state is j. 

The conditional transition probability, a;,; can be derived from probabilistic character
istics of the primary input. Usually a branch condition in a state transition diagram is 
described as a logic function of the primary input. Assuming that probability of logic "1" 
for each primary input is given, probability that the logic function becomes "1" is calcu
lated using the conventional relation between the boolean algebra and the set theory[ Gary 
D. Hachtel et al. 1994]. 

Let q be a vector, whose element q; is a probability that the current state is j. Assuming 
that q is in a stationary state, we have the equation q = Aq, E q; = 1. [M. S. Bartlett 
1966] We can calculate q by solving this equation, and obtain an unique solution. 

With both the conditional transition probability a;J and occupation probability q;, the 
event transition probability from state j to i, p;,; is described as q; · a;,;. With these 
probabilities, we can calculate the cost function, d, as an average Hamming distance 
between each pair of states from eqn.1. 

3.3 Optimal State Assignment Algorithm 

We are going to propose a heuristic algorithm to assign an optimal binary code to each 
state that minimize the cost function. 

An exhaustive assignment algorithm is trivial to undergo all the possible code assign
ments for finding the lowest cost function This method is not practical because calculation 
time is proportional to n!. In our study, this method is used in case of no more than n = 8, 
for evaluating the quality of the heuristic algorithm. 

For a larger n, we developed a heuristic assignment algorithm as follows. 

1. Make a bidirectional transition probability matrix, P ={pi,;}, so that 

~. _ { Pi,j + P;,;, fori < j 
p,oJ - 0, for i ~ j (2) 

2. Sort the non-zero element, Pi,; in decreasing order. 
3. For the largest element, pi,;, assign the code "0" to i and "1" to j. ( Note that i and j 

are exchangeable.) 
4. Iterate the following procedures 5 "' 7 for each pi,; until all the elements have been 

processed. 
5. When both the states, i and j, have been already assigned codes, simply skip pi,; 
6. When exactly one of the states, i and j, has been already assigned a code, assign the 

nearest code in Hamming distance to the other state. If there are more than two nearest 
codes, choose the best one such that increase of the cost function calculated for the 
partially assigned state machine is minimal. In other words, the cost function J for the 
partially assigned state machine is defined as 

n n 

J = E E d;,j . PiJ• 
i=l j=l 

- { d;,;, 
d;,j = 

0, 

for the case that both i and 
j have been assigned codes, 
otherwise. 

(3) 
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7. When both the state, i and j have been not yet assigned codes, suspend pi,j and go 
forward to the next. Each time the procedure 6. has been done, the suspended Pi,j list 
is checked and processed as in 6. when the condition is satisfied. 

3.4 Results and Discussions 

We have carried out the assignment algorithm for several examples to evaluate the power 
reduction effect. 

Evaluation of the heuristic algorithm 
We have carried out state assignment for 8-state finite state machines. For this size of finite 
state machines, we could also carry out the exhaustive searching algorithm in practical 
time. We generated both the state transition diagrams and state transition probabilities 
randomly for 8-state finite state machines of 2000 cases, and compared the cost with the 
optimum assignment by the exhaustive searching. The mean of the cost function d with 
exhaustive assignment, heuristic assignment and random assignment was 1.19, 1.24 and 
1.54, respectively. 

From these results, we can accomplish about 4% larger cost with heuristic assignment 
than optimum assignment. The calculation time of heuristic assignment is measured in 
proportion to O(n3 ), though that of exhaustive assignment is expected in proportional to 
O(n!). 

Gain of the optimum assignment. 
Reduction of the cost function, d, is the gain obtained by the optimum assignment. The 
gain is dependent on characteristics of the transition matrix, P. When P is uniform, 
namely all the elements have uniform values, the gain is apparently small. Contrarily 
when Pis non-uniform, the gain becomes bigger by assigning codes so that the Hamming 
distance of state two codes becomes smaller for a pair of states with lager transition prob
ability. For evaluating the gain for various finite state machines, we have systematically 
generated state transition diagrams and transition matrices with characteristic parame
ters (nb, n). Here nb is an average number of outgoing edged from a state. (1, n) means a 
ring transition diagram, while (n,n) means a perfect transition diagram with edged for 
all the pair of states. Table 2 summarizes the gain for various state machines. Here the 
gain is defined as a cost reduction ratio between the optimum assignment obtained by 
the heuristic algorithm and an average cost of 100 random assignments. Gain is defined 
as follows: 

Gain= J:- J:; x 100 
dav 

[%], (4) 

where d .. v is the average cost and dopt is the cost for the optimum assignment. 
From Table 2, we can conclude that the gain becomes larger for the larger n and smaller 

nb. 

Relation between the cost function and real power consumption 
In the above discussions, we used the cost function d as a measure of 1\ogic· Synchronous 
circuits always consume some power Pclock at clock lines even when d = 0 (Piogic = 0). 
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Table 2 Gain (reduction of cost) by optimum assignment. 

(a) 

nb n bits Gain 

2 8 3 
64 6 

8 8 3 
64 6 

25.3% 
45.7% 

5.7% 
15.6% 

(b) 

Figure 6 Two type of D flip-flops. 

Here we describe a relation between the gain of the cost and real power reduction in flip
flops. (We do not here discuss the power reduction in whole combinational logic because 
it depends on the circuit topology of the combinational logic.) 

Let P1 and Pn be power consumption of flip-flops for cases of toggling and non-toggling 
operation, respectively. Ratio of Pn/ P1 depends on a circuit configuration of flip-flops. 
Two types of flip-flops are shown in Fig.6 A typical ratio of Pn/P1 is 0.35 for Fig.6(a), 
while it is 0.15 for Fig.6(b). Apparently the real power reduction is larger for flip-flops 
with smaller ratio. If the ratio is ideally zero, the real power reduction is same as the 
reduction of cost function d(gain). Table 3 shows several examples of real power reduction 
for the two flip-flops as well as the ideal one. 

Table 3 Power reduction dependence on flip-flop characteristics. 

Power reduction ratio 

nb n bits Gain Pn/Pt = 0.15 Pn/Pt = 0.35 

2 8 3 25.3% 18.8% 12.2% 
64 6 45.7% 33.8% 22.0% 

8 8 3 5.7% 4.2% 2.7% 
64 6 15.6% 11.6% 7.5% 
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Table 4 Comparison of mean transient of flip-flop per cycle for FSM with two code 
assignment: power-optimal assignment(Pow.-opt.) and circuit-optimal assignment(Cir.
opt.). 

example Tran. per cycle 

bbsse 
beecount 
cse 
dk15 
donfile 
ex1 
kirk 
planet 
tbk 

Pow.-opt. Cir.-opt. 

0.77 
0.47 
0.23 
0.85 
1.44 
1.14 
0.98 
1.17 
1.08 

1.41 
0.48 
0.35 
0.99 
1.79 
2.13 
1.54 
2.99 
1.33 

Comparison with conventional assignment 
In a practical circuit design the state codes are not randomly assigned. They would be 
assigned, for example, to minimize the size of the implemented circuit of combinational 
logic(S. Devadas et a!. 1988].(Here we call this method as "circuit-optimal assignment.") 

We carried out Monte-Carlo simulation for some FSMs in MCNC89 benchmarks with 
both methods of state code assignment; the power-optimal assignment with our method 
and the circuit-optimal assignment with MUSTANG. 

We assigned state code with both methods at first, and synthesized combinational 
logic circuits with misii, a multiple-level logic optimization system developed by UCB(R. 
Brayton eta!. 1987]. Next we estimated load capacitance CL of each flip-flop, and assumed 
that each flip-flop consumes energy in proportion to its CL only when its output changes. 
(In other words, we assumed that Pn/ P1 = 0.) Finally we counted transition of flip-flop's 
outputs for randomly given primary inputs of 10,000 cycles. 

Results of the above Monte-Carlo simulation for some of 31 MCNC89 benchmarks are 
shown in Table 4. The power-optimal assignment gives about 30% less transition than 
the circuit-optimal assignment in average. This result implies the possibility of reducing 
practical power consumption of FSM with power-optimal state code assignment. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we proposed a high-level design method with taking account of geometric 
information in bus lines and a optimization method of state code assignment to reduce 
power consumption in data path and controllers in CMOS VLSis. 

For data path, we proposed a partitioned-bus architecture to restrict bus driving range 
to minimal. Applying the present method, we demonstrated 1/5 ~ 1/12 and 20% ~ 40% 
power consumption reduction in bus lines and total chip, respectively, compared with the 
conventional bus architecture. From the results, it is shown effective for low power VLSI 
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design to take into account of placement in high-level design. As a future study, it is 
desirable to establish a 2-dimensionallayout model for this approach. 

For controllers, simulation results show that finite state circuits implemented with our 
state code assignment method have an advantage of 15% over those with the conven
tional methods in power consumption, with a small disadvantage of 8% in hardware cost. 
In practical circuit design, we need to consider the optimization of combinational logic 
circuits depending on the code assignment, though the reduction of average frequency of 
state input is expected to cause the reduction of power consumed in combinational logic 
circuits as well. 
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